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Three Loves Had I

Last summer when I had become rather desperate in my
search for contributors to tonight's budget, my plea for a short paper
was rejected by one of the lazier members of the Club. However, he
DID offer a solution to my problem. He had in hand, and available
!or my use, a paper written two months earlier, by George Roberts,
Just before his death, which tied in rather well as a sequel to a
contribution titled "Sin," which Roberts had made to the March 25
bUdget. In "Sin," you may recal1, George described, without any
sensitivity whatsoever, a note that he said he had written to a young
Couple who had announced (in a change-of-address card they had sent
to Mr. and Mrs. ROberts) that they were living together "in wonderful
sin" without the benefit of matrimony, and inviting the Roberts to
visit them in their apartment. Instead of being flattered by the
invitation, Episcopalian-banker George had gotten on his moral high
horse and had written a pious and condescending note to the young
Jewish girl and Catholic boy who had extended the hand of friendship
to him an d Mrs. Roberts, and adviSing them to join the Episcopal
Church and get married. When the couple quite properly told George
to mind his own bUSiness, poor old George was genuinely shocked. In
fact , George was so shocked that the episode may have been a
contributing factor in causing his de~th one. month lat.er. ,~n the
interval, George wrote the short autoblOgraphlcal ~aper tItled T~ree
Loves Had I" which is included in this budget. It IS clear that plOUS
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George, as he died, thought that God was punishing him for his sins,
which, God knows, were many. The paper shows George at his best
and at his worst. George WAS intellectually honest, highly ar ticulate
and sensitive to his own feelings if not to the feelings of others. At
his worst, he was terribly preachy and undoubtedly thought that God's
name was George Roberts. The end of his paper, quite frankly, made
me want to vomit, but maybe you will judge George, as revealed in
the following extremely brief autobiography , with more kindness than
I can muster. To be completely honest, I never did think that George
should have been elected to member ship in our Club, but, after all,
my one blackball was not sufficient to keep him out, and YOU, kindly
souls that you are , decided that he was "clubable ••."

Freud said that he spent a lifetime studying women and
that he never did understand what they wanted. Freud and I are alike
in that respect. There were three women in my life, only one of
whom might be classified as a sex object, and I never did understand
the goal in life of anyone of them. My first wife wanted very badly
to have children but was unable to have any.
The essential
selfishness of my second wife might have been mitigated had she had
children, but by the time we were married she decided she did not
want any. The gorgeous body of the last young girl I knew seemed to
have been designed by God especially for child bearing, but instead of
giving birth herself, she treated me, and presumably the other men
she knew, as if we were her children. What confusion! The irony of
it all was that, as a banker, 1 was constantly urging thrift on
customers so that they could save for the college education of their
children and generally strengthen their families financially.
When I graduated from Butler University in IndianapoHs
with a Bachelor of Science degree in business administration, we
were in the depths of the Great Depression, and there was little
business to administer. After a very long seach and with the help of
a member of my family, I miraculously obtained a lob in a local bank.
Bankers were regarded with suspicion and disdain in those years, and I
was among the least well compensated of the scorned group. This did
not help my self-esteem, but 1 had a job and that was something.
Not far from my deSK sat a strawberry-blond secretary
who was no great beauty, but she seemed full of energy and
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enthusiasm, which were very attractive. Apparently she had a much
higher opinion of me and my abilities than either my boss or I had.
Jeanne -- for that was her name -- was forever smiling. Whenever I
told her a joke, which I found myself doing increasingly often, she
always laughed. She made me feel that I was full of insight and
wisdom. In point of fact, she WAS very BRIGHT. Whenever my boss
would do or say something especially stupid and I would groan or gaze
surreptitiously at the ceiling, Jeanne would stand behind him and
wink at me. We had lunch together more and more often. Although
her income was pathetic ally low and considerably less than mine, she
always insisted on paying her own check. She knew the value of
money but somehow seemed nonmaterialistic - - a really strange
attitude for a bank employee. When she went away on a two-week
vacation, I felt as though she had been gone for a month and was sick
with loneliness. I had so much to tell her at the end of each day, and
she was not there to have her life enriched by my observations. When
I asked her where she had gone, she told me that she had never left
town. She said that she had gone to the zoo, the art museum, a
symphony conce rt or two and several movies, and that she had done
some shopping, but she had spent very little money. "You don't have
to spend money to have fun, silly!" she said.
Somehow I got the idea that if we were married some of
Jeanne's boundless enthusiasm would rub off on me and that life
would be at least twice -- maybe three times - - as much fun, so I
proposed to her. I was mildly shocked when she told me that she
would need some time to think about my offer of marriage. I was
even more shocked when she told me that ever since I first met her,
and even before then, she had been dating a boy named Ken who had
gone to Butler University with her and was working in a local
automobile carburator factory.
They had frequently gone to
basketball, track and other sports events at Butler . In my egocentric
way, I had been totally unaware of all this. During my many lunches
with her, Jeanne had never mentioned Ken or sports. Even on our
movie dates and when necking in my apartment afterwards, I had
somehow forgotten to ask Jeanne whether she had any hobbies or
interests of her own. As for Ken, the young man of whose very
existence I had been unaware, he was DULLSVILLE, I decided when I
finally did meet him. True, he was a college graduate and quite
bright, and at that time made more money than I did, but he was o~ly
interested in such externalia as sports, photography and bIrd
watching' and he never opened his mouth or was in any way
i ven' t les,
'
"
concerned, about politics, world affairs or " t h
e externa
which, of course, totally engrossed me. I was finally able to persuade
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Jeanne that she would die of boredom and probably not see much of
Ken's money if she married him, so she and I were finally married.
We had not been married long when Jeanne -- until then
totally uncritical of me -- decided that I had many small defects of
character and manners which WE should work on with resultant
increase in my earning power. For example, she pointed out, with
som e logic, that few bankers wear polyester suits or double knits, that
whit~ shi rts are more appropriate to my job than plaid ones; and that
chewing gum may improve one's breath but not one's appearance.
Not having any children, Jeanne seemed to devote all of her time
away from work to her program of improving me. Also, it seemed to
me that she no longer found my jokes amusing. She even pointed out
that some of them were in poor taste and that others were old when
Admiral Dewey had sailed jnto Ma nila Bay. It was strange that she
seemed to enjoy serious music much less than during our courting
days, and we never went to a play or to the art museum. We had to
save money, she said, and for that reason she economized on buying
nice clothes, having her hair done and various forms of recreation.
She stopped laughing and her enthusiasm for life in general seemed
slowly to diminish. During the fifteen-year period when all of this
was happening, her hair dulled, and she lost an upper left tooth, which
she refused to have replaced by a false one, even though an
unattractive gap showed on the rare occasions when she laughed. She
put on weight , and her general appearance deteriorated.
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Fortunately -- or unfortunately -- at about this time
things began to look up at the office. This wa.s .!!2! because the bank's
profit margins had increased rather dramatically due to my astute
management of my department. I acquired a new yo~ng secretary
named Eunice who was easy to look at and a total delight. She was
VER Y S MAR and actually wrote better letters than 1 did. All my
old jokes were new to her. She laughed frequentl~ and ha~ a
spectacular smile. She was always cheerful and, unhke my . wife,
Jeanne NEVER found fault with me. After about one year of JOY at
the oflice and misery at home, it became clear to me that I had a
unique opportunity to make two very fin 7 w~men extr~mely h~ppy by
divorcing one and marrying the other, which is what I did. EUnice had
all the energy, enthusiasm and fun-lov~ng exuberancte tthas~;e1:~~ h~~
.
1·
d 1 knew in my heart h a
had fifteen years ear ler, an .
or so it seemed for about six
totally and withou: reservatlOns ~l- decided that 1 was a diamond in
months. At that pomt she appare~~.
under her loving but realistic
the rough, ~hi~h needed siom e :0. 1S :~eg mirror at least once before
i 00 in
eye. She mSisted that
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leaving for work each morning, that my necktie harmonize in color
and design with whatever suit I was wearing and that my shoes be
polished. "You can't look like a farmer in a bank, even if many of
your customers are farmers," she said. Before quitting her job at the
bank and devoting herself full time to making me over into
vice-presidential material, she corrected some of my more important
letters in a way that indicated less than total respect for my spelling
and syntax, which she characterized as "novel." She not only stopped
laughing at my jokes, but actually grimaced as I delivered the punch
lines of some of them. There was a not-so-subtle hint that I was not
only getting old and forgetful, but that I may not have been too
bright at any time in my life. She implied that if and when the
women's llb movement came to town, I and the entire bank
management would have a tough time holding onto our jobs. Briefly,
I can say that Eunice took about five years to make me as miserable
as Jeanne had in fifteen.
One day when I was terribly depressed and life seemed
scarcely worthwhile, my boss threw on my desk a convention
announce lnent and brochure from the American Bankers Association,
and suggested that the bank and I would both be better off if I
attended. Although I had done little traveling in my life , when I saw
Eunice that night and we settled down for her customary c ritical
review of my activities or the day, we both decided that the boss was
right:
I OlD need rest, recreation and a new approach to my
profession. "You will get your batteries recharged," said Eunice, "and
your absence will give me an opportunity to clean up your de sk and
study." The latter remark almost made me stay at home, because I
did NOT want Eunice to reorganize my unique filing system, but the
prospect of splashing in the Olympic-sized swimming pool of the
Sarasota Hilton in mid winter and playing golf with understanding
new friends was too strong, so the next morning I told my boss that I
would go.
The three-day convention one month later was
professionally exciting and recreationally grea t. I felt like a new
person. The last night in Sarasota some of my new friends and I went
to a cabaret for a floor show and a few drinks. The entertainment
was excellent by my small-town standards, and the drinks and
conversation were -- in that order -- outstanding. Some of my
friends had brought their wives, one or two had dates, and -- it
shocks me to admit this -- I acquired a "date" while there. She was
tall and willowy and had golden blond hair which stood out against her
slinky black dress, which fit her like a glove. 1 do not remember what
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we talked about, but we talked a great deal, and Debbie, for that was
her name seemed fascinated by everything that I said. She asked
endless q~estions and nodded at each of my answers as if i~ were the
embodiment of all wisdom. Above all, she was warm and frIendly and
laughed a lot at my iok~s -- even the old a~d tired on~s. Finally, at
about two in the mormng, as 1 recall, qUlte some tlme after my
friends had left I told Debbie that I absolutely had to re turn to the
hotel and get s~me sleep. "I could come with you," she said archly,
and then added philosophically, "Sleeping alone is so sad." I could
scarcely believe my ears! My first impulse was to ask Debbie how
much it would cost to overcome the great sadness of sleeping alone,
but she answered my unspoken question, telling me that if she came
to my room it would cost me one hundred fifty dollars. She seemed
hurt by my obvlous dismay, and 1 gallantly supplied an excuse, "Well,
everyone has to buy groceries," and we laughed.
During the next hour I thought that I had died and gone to
heaven. I was twenty-one again, and Debbie was gorgeous. She was
bright, enthusiastic and entertaining, though certainly NOT an angel.
It all ended when two huge invisible hands seemed to press
irresistably on my chest like a giant vice. As I gasped for air and
fought the pain, it dawned on me that I would never make it back to
Indianapolis, and my life passed quickly in review before my eyes.
The faces of Jeanne, Eunice and Debbie all melded into one -- a
beautiful, smiling and laughing face responding with tremendous
fascination and amusement to some joke I had just told, full of insight
and wisdom, but none of these women seemed real except in
responding to me and my ego needs. Had I been in love with myself
each time, with the fantasy that each woman had presented me of
myself, instead of with her? I was reminded of my beautiful and
profound comment on SIN in my March 25 budget contribution when I
had said that it is not without significance that the central letter in
the word "sin" is the letter "1."

George Roberts
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How Black Was My Market?

It is remarkable how much "meaningful communication" is
possible between people who do not speak the same language. 1 shall
not bother to indicate what parts of the following affair were carried
on by single words, gestures or pointing. My lasting impression is
that we did converse pretty effectively, and I shall not impede this
story with details of how we conversed.

My wife and 1 were on our own for a few days in Moscow.
We had unexpectedly had to pay local cash for several meals and
various other necessities, so our ruble supply was uncomfortably low.
We do not travel with large amounts of cash, and, when I called
American Express, I learned that in all the world, Russia has the only
American Express offices which will not advance local currency
against their own credi t cards. \V e still hoped to negotiate for the
food vouchers to which we were entitled, but, as 1 pointed out in
another essay, the grim battle with the bureaucracy for one's most
obvious rights leaves the outcome in doubt until the last moment. We
were not in imminent danger of starving, because the Berioska stores
had a large variety of fancy foodstuffs. These stores, forbidden to all
Russians but the highest party big-Wigs, are basically a device to pipe
hard currency into the U.S.S.R. Foreigners, and especially their
dollars, franks, marks, kroner and pounds sterling, are welcomed with
open arms and cash registers. Credit cards are also welco med for
purchases of everything from fur hats and caviar to mineral water,
booze and canned goods. Cash refunds are out of the question,
however, so our cash flow problem remained acute.
The museums Charged only token admission prices, a
couple of kopeks or so, which indicated museum-hopping as a cheap
and culturally enriching diversion. We had been told that some of the
best remaining icons were on view at the Gallery Tretyakov, out
somewhere to the northeast of the Kremlin and out of walking range .
There seem to be two types of vehicle for hire in Moscow:
conventional taxis and black sedans or limousines whose drivers are
more aggressive and apparently on much longer leashes than the
standard cabbies. Ruth had already had a bad experience with a limo
driver who charged her three times as much to go out as a standard
cab charged her to come back, so she was understandably hesitant
when we went out of the Intourist Hotel and saw nothing but black
sedans at the curb. I was in a reckless mood, feeling resentful and
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defiant because of our struggles wi th the Intourist bureaucrats, so, in
spite of Ruth's reservations, I took the first promoter who came up to
us. Following what I had been told was the best procedure, I helped
Ruth into the back seat of the large black sedan and hopped into the
front seat with the driver.
Perhaps this comradely gesture warmed his heart; more
likely it merely gave him an opening for the tactics he developed
later. Not wanting to grope our way back to the hotel on our own we
asked if he could come back for us at four thirty when the gat'lery
closed.
No, he had something else, but he could make it at four.
(Standard Russian response: we can't do it your way, but ••• ) Okay,
we would meet him right there, four.
After a couple of pleasant hours which were barely
enough, we left the gallery (really an extensive museum of Russian
art), and there in the little square, exactly where we had left him, we
found our driver, idly puffing a cigarette beside his car. As we pulled
out, he asked if I had any American cigarettes.
Sorry, I don't smoke.
Would I be so kind as to get some for him at the Berioska?
This seems reasonable. How do we do it?
There is a Berioska in the Hotel Rossia.
Yes, I have been there. Let's go.
So we drove around to the enormous four-square-block
Rossia, one corner of which had a big Berioska store, and parked
around the corner from the entrance.
Could you get me two cartons of Marlboros? Here are
twenty-two rubles. (Parenthetically he turned o~t to be right. on :the
nose with the amount, which suggests that thiS was not hIS fIrst
transaction.)
I went into the store, leaving Ruth in the car, picked up
two cartons of Marlboros and several cans of a fine sparkling French
mineral water (not Evian), paid for the whole works with my
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A merican Express card, saluted the wizened guard at the door who
cracked a smile in spite of himself and came back to the car with the
cigarettes in a big plastic bag under the mineral water cans.
On the way back to the Intourist Hotel, I took the cartons
out of the bag and slid them under the front seat with the sidelong
approval of the driver. When we got there, he refused any fare at all
(thus evening up Ruth's triple-charge trip in the other black sedan),
we shook hands all around and marched into the hotel with our
shopping bag full of mineral water. Back in the States our American
Express account rang up the equivalent of twenty-two rubles for
cigarettes bought at the Hotel Rossia's Berioska store.
This is a classic illustration of the black market as we
read about it in the current literature. Surely our driver was able to
unload those Marlboros at several times their cost to him or swap
them for something of value which was otherwise out of his reach. It
is even possible that our driver was a KGB agent himself. Shipler
writes that the KGB spy who routinely monitored his telephone cut in
on a call reporting that some kind of valuable contraband had arrived.
The KGR man did not order confiscation, he just asked eagerly if he
could buy some of whatever it was for himself. I doubt that ~ man
realized that the rubles themselves were at the moment as
inaccessible and desirable a commodity for us as the Marlboros were
for him, but he probably would not have car~d one wuy or the other.
The net result was that each of us, in a quick and efficient deal, got
something highly desirable (American cigarettes for him and Russian
rubles for us) which we could not have gotten through legitimate
channels.
Th~

current literature or conventional wisdom holds that
small-scale deals like ours tend to be winked at by the authorities, as
they provide a safety valve for the frustrations of living in an
incredibly badly managed society. I will say that the exhileration of
the experience, the triumph of beating the establishment, far
exceeded the shabby satisfaction of being allowed to buy plane
tickets to Leningrad after three days of haggling with the
bureaucrats. It is degrading to feel gratitude for being grudgingly
allowed to buy something that in any civilized country one could get
as a matter of course. It feels much, much better to best an
irrational and pigheaded system than to be humiliated by it.
After all this slick dealing, and after turning in our few
remaining rubles at the border, we had a great anti-climax. When we
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gO,t home, Ruth found in the dim recesse
'
pn~cely sum of twenty-five rubles whf ~f her travelmg purse the
agamst a rainy day and com let 1 f
C) she had stashed away
Ame~ican tour escort to s~ug:l: b:g~t,ten . We ailed them to our
RussIan husand. He had b
th c Into RUSSIa for Use of her
,
een
rown out of m d' 1
wanting to leave the motherland with h"
e IC~ school for
for vagrancy he was posing as a freela~~:l1fe. To avoId conviction
refuge for the unemployed. He had done photographer, a common
Moscow, and thus, from the in direct
us a very great favor in
were able to do something for him.
proceeds of Our escapade, we

n:

How black was my mar ket? Not so black after all.

Frank G. Davis

3

"Spinach"

When I was elected to membership in The Literary Club in
1966, the brashness of my comparative youth -- I was then only fifty
years old -- enabled me to feel relatively at home in the midst of the
highly educated, very sophisticated geniuses who constituted the
balance of the membership. Perhaps even more important as a factor
in making me feel comfortable were the friendliness and courtesy
which are inherent in our ancient and venerated concept of
"clubability," which holds that gentlemen should avoid unnecessary
friction and mutual irritation whenever possible. In recent years,
however, through no fault of any other member of the Club, I have
become increasingly aware of my intellectual and social Inferiority to
Club members who are high achievers, great successes in many fields
of endeavor and personal friend s of the rich and the famous.
Although I despise name dropping, a growing sense of inferiority
compels me to tell you that I know at least two famous and rich
people . More accurately, I should say that I once knew the wife of a
nationally famous newscaster and that my mother was a great friend
of a multimillionairess. It is my hope that the two very short stories
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which constitute this budget paper will reestablish my shaky
credential as a worthy member of this distinguished and august group.
In the summer of 1938, I was a gawky and callow youth
and a member of The Experiment in International Living. I was one
of a group of twelve college-age boys and girls hiking in the French
Alps under the leadership of Francis H. Russell, later U.S.
Ambassador to Tunisia, and his pretty and highly intelligent wife. We
had been plodding around the rain-sodden French Alps, most of which
seemed nearly vertical, for about two weeks.
We were soggy,
depressed and soaked to the skin.
A second group, under the
leadership of Mrs. H. V. Kaltenborn, wife of the then internationally
known newscaster, had been similarly occupied, and the morale of
that group was about as low as ours. The sagging spirits of all
members of both groups were lifted when we learned that Mrs. H. V.
had successfully negotiated with the owner of a large garage in a
small town for us to spend the night indoors and out of the rain on the
concrete floor of Monsieur le Proprietaire's auto repair facility for
the paltry sum of one thousand francs, then worth about sixty dollars.
We were truly grateful to this son of France for his compassion.
Concrete had never felt so soft. Knowing that the proverbially tight
Scotsm an is an open-handed and profligate spender when compared to
ANY Frenchman, we were full of admiration for the negotiating
prowess of our peerless leader, Mrs. Kal tenborn, in obtaining such a
bargain. We and Mrs. Kaltenborn were somewhat shaken, however,
when the landlord told Mrs. Kaltenborn the next morning that the
cost of our night out of the rain was four thousand - - not one
thousand -- francs. Although of German ancestry like her famous
husband and therefore less emotionally volatile than the French
landlord, Mrs. Kaltenborn was eloquent in her expression of shock and
rage over the nocturnal four-fold rent increase.
None of her
arguments, however, seemed to make any impression on our landlord,
who called us "rich American trespassers" and threatened to call the
police, until Mrs. H. V. hit upon a strategem that we all later agreed
was uniquely brilliant: "1 will tell my husband, an internationally
known newscaster, about this disgrace to the honor of France, and
this story of betrayal will be spread upon the front page of every
newspaper in the United States."
The raggedly dressed,
cigarette-drooling Frenchman turned severa,l sh~des of purple ~s the
battle between patriotism and greed raged In hIS breast. He f1Oa11y
agreed "for the honor of France" that he would requir~ o,nly t~o
thousand francs for our night's lodging. Thus an u~ly ,lncident 10
international living was terminated because of the derIvatIve fame of
my friend, Mrs. H. V. Kaltenborn.
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A few days after the above unpleasant episode, my group
and 1 spent the night on our blankets on the concrete floor of the then
new municipally owned coliseum of Geneva, Switzerland. The sun
had come out, the seemingly perpetual rain had stopped and Lake
Geneva never looked more beautiful. Early on a Sunday morning 1
was handed a message that Miss Elma Lapp, a Victorian lady and
long-time friend of my mother, wanted to have dinner with me at
noon in Lausanne, an hour's boatride away across the lake.
I
telephoned my acceptance of this kind invitation, shed my hiking togs
and cleaned up as best I could for a return to civilization. My slacks
and sport coat were a bit rumpled, but they were sufficiently
conventional to prevent my being thrown out of the Lausanne Palace
Hotel where I arrived at about noon to wait for Miss Lapp. After
waiting for a half an hour, 1 asked the concierge whether he knew
Miss Lapp and explained that she had invited me to dinner. "I know
her very well," he replied. "S he comes here every year, but she is
never late. You must have misunderstood her. She is probably
waiting for you at the Beau Rivage three blocks from here." He
telephoned the lat.ter hotel and, on confirmation of his guess as to the
whereabou.ts of MISS La~p,. I s~arted out for the Beau Ri vage. Sure
~n~ug~, MISS Lapp w.as sItt10g 10 the lobby, politely trying to hide her
lrntatlon at my tardIness.
As can be imagined, Victorian Miss Lapp and I, a
twenty-two-year-old gauche youth, had little in common to talk
about. I did love Europe, however, and had spent three summers and
a winter there, so we could, and did, discuss geography and travel
even though our perspectives on adequate mode and styles of travel
were quite different. I knew that Miss Lapp, born and raised a
Cincinnatian, spent more time in Europe than in the United States,
that she knew and was known on the largest ocean liners and in the
finest hotels of the larger cities of England, France, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy and Spain, but I could not understand. why ~he
owned and continued to maintain in mint condition an anCIent brick
house on old East Auburn Avenue -- now William Howard Taft Road
__ next to the Mt. Auburn Presbyterian Church. "Why do ~ou keep
.
.
th
?" I asked MISS Lapp.
that house when yo~ spen,? so httle tl~~fiV:r~~ars ago I acquired a
She patiently expla1Oed, About twen Y
to Cincinnati. 1
MARVELOUS German cook, whom I bro.ught back that is incredibly
hired her because she cooked spinach Inat:n wa~yWhere before. If 1
better than any spinach tha\~ ~a~ee~~r d~sCharge my cook. This old
got rid of the house, I wou
a
d 1 would lose my spinach." 1
friend would then be unemployed, an
nodded as it 1 understood perfectly.
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Because of the distractions of World War II and my
mother's long illness, which prevented her from keeping up with Elma
Lapp's innumerable perigrinations, I never heard of Miss Lapp again
until February 10, 1982, when a Cincinnati Enguirer headline
announced "Spinster Bequeathes $1 Mlllion to U.C." The article
which followed stated in substance as follows:
Elma Lapp, the world-traveling spinster
heiress of a Cincinnati brewing farnily, left
$1,000,000 to the University of Cincinnati to
be used for construction of a bUilding. Her
will
also left $80,000 to Cincinnati's Christ
Church.
Miss Lapp, 96, died January 6, at the Plaza
Hotel, where she stayed while visiting New
York. She originally inherited $1,000,000 from
her parents, but the balance of her $12.5
million dollar estate was the result of her Own
a stute investing.
After numerous bequests to Cousins, who were
her closest relatives, friends and people who
served her on her travels, and after taxes, the
residue of the estate will be put into a
permanent trust, the income of which will go
to the University of CinCinnati, the College of
Medicine, the Cincinnati Summer Opera, the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, and other
insti tutions.
Miss Lapp was a 1916 graduate of the
Conservatory of Music. She was a "VictOrian
woman" who had no permanent home after
selling her Mt. Auburn home about thirty years
ago. She made more than 90 crossings of the
A tlantic on the Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth
and other great passenger ships and traveled
every year to New York, London, Paris and
Switzerland, staying in the best Victorian
hotels.
It was the Plaza in New York,
Claridge's in London, the Crillon in Paris, the
Beau Rivage in Lausanne, and the Hotel Sinton
in Cincinnati. Her globetrotting ended at the
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age of 85 when she was knocked down in.a
revolving door at t he P laza and suffered hlp
injuries.
It is clear from the above that I have been a friend of the
rich and famous at least by mar ria ge or through my mother. It should
also be clear that Miss Lapp devoted much time and thought to things
other than spinach.

Robert W. Hilton, Jr.
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De Sentectute

After a full three years of enforced retirement upon
attaining age sixty-five, that age which Bismarck, the Prussian law
giver, over one hundred years ago arbitrarily decreed to be the end of
useful life and the point when one is worthy of pension support, I find
that my views on the whole concept of "retirement" as it is
contemporaneously understood in the U.S.A. rather at variance to
those generally expressed publicly and privately. I write tonight in
the hope that I will encourage both my audience and others to give
tho~g~t t~ ~hat I view as a rapidly approaching cataclysmical
colhslOn withm our economy and society. When and how to deal with
retirement needs better solution than we now give it.
The Literary Club is today the one organization in which I
regularly participate where I, at sixty-eight, am not automatically
among the eldest of the group. Retirement is no novel issue for this
membership; thus I inflict my thoughts about this very large and
diverse issue upon each of you. Man y of you may yet address how you
.
d" t 1
spend your later years; our oldsters cannot, but are free lmme la e y
to second guess me.
Retirement for Americans does not lend itself to
simptistic de1i.nition. l~ ~he bureauc rati.c, corporate,. governmental
and professi.onal world it is generally accepted as a Withdrawal from
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active and normally recompensed participation in society in favor of
a new life with limited or no career obligations. Financial support
comes not from earnings but from pensions type recurrent payments
and/ or personal investments. Retirees generally cease meaningful
involvement in prior career activity and career organizations. Their
existence then becomes a rather undisciplined life often with
somewhat vague goals and the expectation of a great relaxation from
the previous stress that any style of career has demanded of each of
them . For the self-employed and those who are at leisure or without
any def ined career path, retirement is less clearly defined and often
difIicul t of observation by others. However, their sense of relaxation
and the absence of urgency of activity are equally real although often
accomplished with a less definitely delineated change of routine and
life style.
Throughout this paper I have referred to the term
"pension plan" meaning thereby any pension, profit sharing or other
retirement-type employee benefit plan as such are today generally
understood. The context should make it clear whenever a more
narrow meaning of "pension plan" is involved.
The occasions for retirement are many and not
necessarily necessitous.
Conventionally the occurence is at age
sixty-five for both sexes; earlier retirement is an option for almost
everyone at varying ages after a fifty-fifth birthday but with
significant cost of lower income and payment benefits.
Social
security in the absence of disability or other special circumstances,
however, requires attainment of a sixty-second birthday for early
retirement status.
For the vast majority of Americans, retirement is
necessary only when the statutory age of seventy is attained. Forced
retirement at sixty-five or earlier (required under certain private
plans) is applicable under Old Age Discrimination statutes (prima rily
federal) only for those who have generous annual retirement benefits
due them (approximately twenty-eight thousand dollar to thirty-one
thousand dollar annual minimum pension). If an employer is willing,
retirement can be deferred indefinitely on an individual case basis.
Experience of nearly a decade with the Old Age Discrimination Act's
mandatory age of seventy has little changed retirement practices.
Approximately sixteen to twenty percent of all eligible employees
continue to work after sixty-five as has been true since the
improvement of mortality experience has made life after sixty-five
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quite commonplace.
norm.

Thus, quitting at sixty-five has become the

The requirements of the economy, much less the overall
social desireability of nearly universal retirement at age sixty-five in
the U.S.A., are seldom given consideration in an individual retirement
decision. To date, we have been able to afford it for all who so
elected. Most sixty-five year olds expect it; an adequate if not
generous income relative to need (usually forty to seventy percent of
previous maximum earning power on an integrated social security and
private plan basis) relieves econo mic worry for the retiree especially
since his cost of living should be less demanding and the expectation
of a relaxed life free of stress provide s an undeflectable appeal. To
date the U.S. economy has not been strained noticeably by its
obligations to the retirees. When social security started in 1936 and
private pension plans were comparatively rare and skimpy at best,
retirees were one for each thirty-six employed workers subject to the
legislation. Today that ratio is almost down to one for each five
workers with virtually all nongovernmental workers covered. In 2000
it is forecast at one for each two and a half workers.
Supplemental private pension plans are now the norm.
For all but the unemployed, some farm workers, and some
self-employed who are able to elect not to be covered, there is some
form of governmental or quasi-governmental benefit plan in effect.
Private pension plans are generally integrated with social security
often resulting in quite generous stipends. These have been rather
steadily expanded since World War II; some plans have been
retroactively improved for present retirees, not just for the future
retirees.
Some private plans are partially contributory by the
covered employee. Most plans make at least a half-hearted attem~t
to adjust pensions upwards for present re tirees when dom~s.tlc
inflation is severe (ten percent or more gain in cost of hVlng
annually).

It is the absence of concern for the economy that we show
today when we consider retirement needs, objectives a~d costs thal~
most concerns me.
It should already be ObVtlOUS t' to s a 1s
.
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index). Can we afford it? Will there be enough workers to allow an
average of bette r than sixteen years for men and twenty for "7'0men
of relaxation, consumption and little or ,no output from. wha t 15 now
thirteen percent of the population and 15 expe~ted to lncrease over
the remainder of this century to twenty-five percent of the
population? 1 say, no wu.y will th~s ~ork! To me, the pr,oposltion is
utterly unmanageable on 1ts face; 1t 15 not a matter of private versus
public or governmental plans; the total cost of both is too great.
Present plans indicate a total cost of twenty-seven percent of gross
payroll for social security taxes by 2020 and this with no off-setting
credit against or reduction 01 income taxes for individuals. The
additional private pension costs are equally significant. They are
usually calculated at nine to twelve percent of gross payroll for the
employer.
As a result, much of American industry is rapidly
becoming owned by pension and other employee benefit plans
operated and controlled by professional institutional "investors"
whose loyalty to long-term success for the American corpora tion is
subject to real question. Estimated total market value of securities
currently held by all pension plans is estimated over seven hundred
fifty billion dollars.
Supplemental individual private retirement plans such as
IRA's (Individual Retirem e nt Accounts) tend somewhat to increase
total retirement costs for the economy, but their size limitat ions and
optional and individual nature much reduce their effect on the total
economy, so I do not include them in this discussion. This is not to
deny their capital creation features during accumulation years which
are significant.
When one recognizes that Medicare/Medicaid (basic
health care for all over sixty-five) adds an additional significant
burden on our society, the preposterousness of present expectations
become even more absurd and unworkable.
Since Medicare is
administered and financed in part through social security, I mention
it at this time so one does not overlook it, especially since increasing
longevity and better general health tend to delay but ultimately
heighten appreciably its cost burden. Under eighty its burden is quite
manageable, but over eighty is another story and average life
expectancy for today's sixty-five year old is already eighty-one for
males and eighty-five and a half for females and continuing slowly to
increase.
seem

The accumulative attitudes of the average American
to have changed significantly over the past genera tion.
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Historically, one saved to build an estate and to help with retirement.
Today, such self-denial seems at lea st passe' and to many of our
younger upwardly mobile citizens utte rly unnecessary; their reliance
is on social security, pension plans, IRA's and benign faith that all
will work out. After all, current hedonism, our life style for most
who are fifty and under in age, takes at least all current income and
a liberal mortgaging of the future for its continuance. Our society
thus makes the implicit assumption that present relative levels of
retirement income will be maintained at the very least and probably
continually improved. Certainly t he current sacrosanct nature of the
social security benefit COLA (cost of living adjustment) confirms
that feeling. To me, one of the major disappointments of Ronald
Reagan as president and of all present members of both houses of
Congress and of the leadership of both significant national political
parties is the worship for and t he inviolability of social security
benefit COLA's especially since no one on the national scene has the
poli tical ability successfully to deal with the annual federal defici t -no mean sum -- without adopting the point of view that more and
better taxes are needed. More taxes are anathema to economists
such as I who insist thdt the Reagan effort substantially to lower
taxes is the reason for the current recovery of the American
economy, at least on as generous and durable a scale as we are now
enjoying.
There now is developing for the first time in many, many
years a suggestion that there are not so many nor such abjectly poor
older people as we have relentlessly been led to believe. In fact, the
argument is being made that the lot of the elderly poor is an
improving one and that for some there is a real prospect of their
standard of living continuing to increase. The improvement to date
has been relatively generous, even if not understood or noticed by the
American population as a whole. Significant Social Security benefit
improvements plus more ample other pension/benefit plans over the
years since World War II have ma de this possible. This is well
described on page 21 of the Wall Street Journal of Thursday,
December 19, 1985. The elderly poor have not disappeared; rather
there now are relatively fewer of them than was historically true.
The politicians respect organized effective lobbies and the elderly
have such a lobby. Thus, no one can effectively urge and preach for a
new look at a more correct approach to the old age support problem,
necessary though 1 find that look to be. The elderly poor are stUl
with us just as the other poor are with us at all age levels and I will
argue they always will be present to some degree no matter how
society is organized. Yet, are we, by improving benefits to all the
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elderly, no matter how s1 tuated economically, using our resources to
best advantage?
Rather, my point of view and my n:e~sage concerns the
future of older people who are or will be retlrmg on at l~ast an
adequate income and often on ~ genero.us ~)O~. For me, retIrement
today occurs much too early in hfe and Its mdlcated current cos~ for
the future is too generous relative to expected total national
resources.
Retirement at age sixty-five today is too soon.
In
general, everyone is well enough ~t that point in life to continue
active employment and career serVice for some years to come. Why
not expect more of one? This could easily be done by gradually over
a period of years advancing the retirement age to seventy-two to be
accomplished finally early in the twenty-first century on a staggered
basis, sayan increase in retirement age by one year every second or
third year. This should nationally reduce the cost of benefits and
thus reduce the deleterious effects of the nondeductible
noncredltable payroll tax now scheduled to become a crushing burden
by the 2030's decade. This I indicated earlier when discussing the
ever-increasing social security tax rate as now planned.
If and when human progress should permit, the age
seventy-two goal could then be raised appropriately to maintain a
proper balance between average mortality and mandatory retirement
age.
That period for retirement, now too lengthy, cannot be
permitted to ever widen as occurs under present attitudes and laws.
Economics will force such a result eventually; if we attack it now
while events are still manageable, we will avoid what will surely
become a bitter, even if only subsurface, adverse conflict between
the older and the younger American.
A generous and lengthy
retirement almost as of right surely will not be willingly underwritten
by our children and grandchildren.

Furthermore, I do not believe that it is desirable or

enj~yable for. the elderly to be so free of required participation in

SOCIety
that hfe
.
. becomes almost purposeless. Hedonism is fine , but a
Vigorous SOCIety can hardly tolerate limited involvement by its
n:embe~s on a large. scale. The quarter of our population over age
sixty-flVe expected in 2000 must be called upon to remain productive
a nd re.s~onsible, not at ease. While I know of no proof for the
propoSlt.lOn, I strongly believe that good health and longevity are
much alded by purposeful involvement in society. This is a most
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compelling reason for adopting my point of view. I do not begrudge
my fellow man of years his travels, his daily game of golf, his
multi-martini lunch and the other accoutrements of up-scale
retirement; rather I do not think they wear that well for most of us
and I do not think we should expect society to be as generous in the
future as at present to afford a "retired" class of substantial size and
longevity. I hope you agree. Representative Claude Pepper of
Miami , Florida, is hardly my hero.

Guido J. Gores

